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ABSTRACT
Keeping and controlling the security and confidentiality of database information is
very important in the modern era as long as there are a lot of means of penetration,
espionage, and access to data on the Internet. The importance of database security is
more important than the importance of data to be protected. There are many ways and
means of security that help maintain the security of information and encryption to the
level that meets the requirements of database security. It is well known that each
facility or department has its own policy to protect its data from theft or damage in
proportion to the size and type of data in addition to the hand that operates on such
data and that the information security situation is in line with the establishment of the
database.
In this paper, an encryption algorithm for network-transferred data is designed
between two communication points, This algorithm was designed to be very complex.
It is impossible to break its code, using a mixture of symmetric and asymmetric
cryptographic algorithms to develop an algorithm to generate a complex and
randomly generated cryptographic key this makes data transmitted over two network
points secure to a high degree.
Key words: Information systems, data exchange, data classification, data encryption,
ports.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern technologies for computers and networks have revolutionized and continue to
revolutionize the world of use, dissemination, and transmission of information. The standards
of behavior that databases use in the transfer and linking of databases around the world must
force users to respect rights and responsibilities.
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We can consider information to be a source of strength, and it is the key to prosperity for
users who have access to it.
Do not forget that the information is a treasure to the hackers of the computer must be
protected from Pirates of information, Do not forget that the information is a treasure to the
hackers of the computer must be protected from them, the data and information must be
protected whether stored in the database or transmitted directly through the channel
connection on both ends of computers, one of them sent to data and other data receiver.
The electronic systems should reach the majority of international institutions, companies,
workplaces and private life. Therefore, new ethical and legal decisions must be made to
achieve balance and guarantee the rights of all.

2. THE ETHICAL ISSUE OF ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The ethical issue is the accepted standards of behavior and the rules governing members of
the profession, including information control, access, privacy and misuse of data. These
extend to electronic networks and electronic databases, and more specifically, electronic
information systems[1].

2.1. Electronic Copyright Law
The ease with which information is being pumped increasingly on networks is causing
confusion and how copyright and intellectual property rights can be applied to electronic files.
With the growing growth of networks, especially social networks, and the dissemination of
information on them and the ease of sharing and use of information published without
reference to the His idea, It became necessary to provide explanations on how to use
electronic files, the ease with which the distribution of electronic files and the nature of some
electronic information create problems under the law of copyright and intellectual property
rights.

2.2. Unintended Consequences of Data Exchange
The consequences of data exchange are quite complex and point to many problems.
Therefore, the database administrator must balance the security required for the data set with
access to it by designing information systems carefully to prevent inappropriate access to all
data or part of the data While at the same time allowing access to information exchange.
However, many basic problems arise with how information is handled, stored and
manipulated in digital formats.
For us not to forget to point out here the unintended consequences of data exchange are
the dissemination of errors, errors can reach the database in an unintended way shortening an
employee or intentional way by pirating information and penetrating sites and publishing
specific, intended and targeted data to a specific person or institution, Published errors can at
the moment create endless complications in the life of someone or cause the bankruptcy of an
institution at least

2.3. Use of unauthorized Applications
Use of unauthorized applications on business networks It can put sensitive companies and
applied information Staff at risk.
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Email at my discretion is the most common unauthorized application to access from the
work network. Online banking, online billing, shopping and instant messaging via internet
applications and other applications, all pose a serious risk of data loss by the employee or data
theft By pirates because they are often not controlled and do not use security standards.
In the report of the company Anzikshres Research[2].


(78% of employees use personal email access on their computers)



And ((63% of employees admit that they use the computer at work for personal use))



And ((83% admit to using your computer at work for personal use))

Here we refer to it 70% of IT professionals confirm that the use of unauthorized software
has resulted in half of data loss incidents in their companies.

2.4. Prevent Data Leaks
Evolve Threats to data security, The professions that are growing daily are piracy of
electronic information, Pirates have become collaborators in the field of electronic
penetration. Electronic piracy is a profitable project.
The risk of piracy comes largely through the Internet, which today is a vital component of
all modern life magazines, from infrastructure to all life attachments.
In a risky Internet environment, data are leaking around the world despite the best efforts
of IT engineers to protect data.
With ignorance, challenge and lack of simple care playing the key roles in leaking
employees' data, it is very clear there is no magic solution to secure corporate data, especially
"with companies and data that are more mobile and operate with virtual rather than physical
boundaries.
Many companies, institutions, and even people make mistakes by placing a lot of
confidence in technology alone, their trust in a security program and not updated with
technology raids makes them more vulnerable to piracy and data theft.
Companies should assess employee behavior and associated risks based on several factors
example (geographic location, vulnerabilities, protection of programs, security programs,
etc.).
Information security must be part of the business culture of IT infrastructure, one of the
steps to be taken to prevent information leaks:


Know your private data and manage it well.



The creation of tools and processes suitable for the movement of data and protect and facilitate
the process of storage and access to and use.



Diagnose data that needs a unique protection system inside or outside the company's firewall.
The protection system here is not only electronic, but some data must provide the building
protection it has.



Use new and updated security approaches that keep up with evolution.



Use special protection for application systems using only approved access methods.
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To protect the hardness of mobile devices by keeping them in the possession of only one
person and securing them at all times, and not to use the equipment load of work for personal
activities.



Log off applications and systems when you go away from the devices and even had a few
steps, to prevent unauthorized access to data.



Speak quietly while discussing confidential information in public.



Conduct daily business activities related to information security in accordance with the
organization's rules of conduct.



Dealing with different levels of confidentiality of documents and data, it is necessary to
distinguish between (public data), (confidential data), (highly confidential data), (restricted
data).

2.5. Training Staff and Employees Training Staff and Employees
To understand the challenge of protecting sensitive information, employees and data workers
must be educated and trained, because data here represents money for businesses and people.
Despite the policies, procedures and security measures in place, employees around the
world are involved in risky behaviors and thus expose data to danger, IT professionals must
educate, and train staff and data workers on:
Avoiding security errors by highlighting and identifying vulnerable areas and reporting
those responsible.


Optimal use of systems and data protection.



Identify computer security incidents and how to report them.



Training employees on new data protection systems.

Assign a paragraph to the security awareness of the data when interviewing the
recruitment.
Training employees about physical security concerns ((allowing staff only with their
badges to enter buildings and rooms where important data is stored)).

3. DATA CLASSIFICATION
It is necessary to have a classification of data, by identifying the most valuable data, this
classification reduces the voltage and time to secure the data, it is impossible to secure and
manage all data equally.
The labels differ in ways of categorizing information and data around the world.
In these papers, We use a classification and label the largest category of institutions Table
(1) This description shows.
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Table 1 Classification and label
Unclassified

Restricted

Secrecy

Data that can be
shared with others

Data that is
officially traded
within the
organization
only, the
disclosure of
which have
undesirable
effects.

Data that must
comply with
confidentiality
requirements.
Their disclosure
leads to damage to
the institution.

Highly
confidential
Data took the
effort and the
cost of the in
assembled.
Detecting leads
to serious
damage.

Sensitive
State security
data.

4. BEHAVIOR OF DATABASES
A large percentage of enterprises and companies currently rely on the management of
database systems in their activities and daily programs, as a result of the development in
modern electronic technology, which still fascinates us every day with its development and
speed of communication and data transmission and verify the authenticity of data from its
original center , As well as the speed of storage and retrieval, The databases helped to
complete things and accomplish the work as quickly as possible, and reduce the cadres and
time and without errors and documented data. It is possible to refer to this data and to search
for any record of the database records at any time without the need to record data in the
papers or archives for that. You should not have access to an easy database or any person up
to the unauthorized people only authorized persons to have access to the data.
There are people who are only allowed to view the data (such as publishing student
results, students can only see the result without changing or affecting it), and there are people
who are allowed to change and update data such as (teachers, change grades And add new
degrees)[4].

4.1. The Functions of the Database Manager


Data Definition Language ( DDL).



Storage Structure and Access-Method Definition.



Schema and Physical-Organization modification.



Granting of authorization for Data Access.



Maintenance of the database.

4.2. Security Databases
The most important points that should be available when creating a database to protect or
improve the required security level[7]: 

Data availability.



Data Integrity.



Determining the number of attempts to access the database which may be a maximum of three
attempts.



Disable network (ping), which is in the Internet control message protocol (ICMP) and not
allowing the device server that contains a database in response to the requests of this
command.
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5. ENCRYPTS DATA TRANSFERRED BETWEEN TWO TOUCH
POINTS
One of the latest developments in the field of computers used in data and information
communication systems and methods of storage and processed such as emails and email and
database systems and information and digital image processing audio recognition and
processing systems, Where computers have become an important part of the components of
communication networks through which most of the data and information networks, which
require a mechanism to transfer and protect this data and information[8].

5.1. Data Security
The means and methods of security data for many information and active finally, data
encryption systems that contain different types of traditional and modern codes, where
traditional encryption systems, regular blades compensatory and blades The modern
encryption systems standard encryption for data encryption and streamlined user and key
systems[9].
Encipher Operation is designed to disguise important information in such a way that the
meaning of this information becomes unclear to the unauthorized person. The information you
want to hide before the encryption process is called Plaintext. The encoder is called Encipher,
Ciphertext encryption or Cryptogram.
The set of steps used by the Crypto Wizard to encrypt clear text is known as the
Encryption Algorithm. The algorithm's work depends on the key crypto key that enters with
clear text to the algorithm[10]. This key is defined by the recipient and can retrieve the clear
text from the encrypted text. The process of retrieving clear text from encrypted text using a
decryption key.
Mathematically express the Encryption process in relation
C = FE ( P , K )
Where C encoded text, FE cryptographic algorithm, P clear text, K encryption key.
P = FD ( C , K )
Where P is clear text, FD decoding algorithm, C encoded text, K key decoded.
An encryption system is ideal when it has the ability to encrypt clear text to produce more
than one understandable message when the message is decrypted by the objector. The
objector does not have sufficient information to decide which understandable messages were
sent. This encryption system is said to be unbreakable.
There are many cryptographic systems that can be used when transmitting live data
between and among contact points:


Encryption way napsack.



polynomial Encryption system.



Collective Encryption system.



Encryption system Beating.
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5.2. Port
The port can be considered as a device connecting the processor with the outside world.
Through the port receives the signal from the input device and sends other signals to the
output device.
Ports are defined by their addresses and are located between 0H-3FFH and a different
address. These addresses are completely different from traditional memory addresses and are
used only with OUT and IN to charge input and output from ports directly.

5.3. Live Data Encryption System
The design and construction of a software system for the transmission and protection of data
transmitted through a communication channel on both ends of the two devices, one of which
is sent and the other receiver, as any of the computers T1 or T2 are sent and other receptor
data.
Both the sending and receiving computers contain the low-level software for the chosen
port. The parallel port has been consistently selected for the ease of providing the physical
tools to be applied in a practical way, but it can be changed to any other type. This is to use
the dynamic method of selecting the port type after determining the value of its address. The
two computers also contain the software protection system that contains the main interface,
which contains only two options, the Close option, which closes the system and return to the
operating system, and the Next option, which allows you to enter the system and to select the
encryption and decryption window.
If you want to send the text in this case, the option will choose to encrypt data that
unlocks the selection window encryption methods, which contains five options, the first four
of which are encryption methods that have been remembered in this research which is the first
choice (Encryption way napsack ) and second choice (polynomial Encryption system) and the
third choice (Collective Encryption system) and the fourth selection (Encryption system
Beating) The choice is the fifth (Close) came out of the window And return to the encryption
and decryption window.
If you want to receive text and decoding blade in this case decoded, which takes you to
the selection window mode decryption that contains five options also, the first four of which
option is you will need ways of decoding methods used encryption in the system, which is the
first choice (Decode napsack) second choice (Decode polynomial ) and the third choice
(Decode Collective ) and the fourth selection (Decode Beating ) The fifth choice it is to close
the window and return to the previous window[8].

6. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
6.1. Design of encryption algorithm for transferred data
The algorithm adopted in this study combined the two methods of encryption together,
Symmetric encryption method and Asymmetric encryption method.
We have a complex encryption algorithm with a high level of confidentiality that provides
data protection, As well as the protection of distributed and shared encryption keys between
the two ends of the network.
Implemented encryption algorithm consists of three partial encryption algorithms, namely:


The RSA Algorithm RSA.
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International Data Encryption Algorithm IDEA.



Generate Key Algorithm.

6.1.1. The RSA Algorithm RSA
Is a public key algorithm that is based on the principle of its work as follows:
Divide the message into blocks, so that each block has a binary value smaller than the
number N Encryption and decryption are as follows:
Encrypted text C = Me mod N
Unencrypted text M = Cd mod N = (Me)d mod N = Med mod N
Where M is the number assigned to the symbol. The keys are as follows:
public key Ku = {e, n}:
The private key Kr = {d, n}:
We get these keys as follows:
1. We select an odd number e which is part of the public key
2. We select two primary numbers p, q so that the number 1- (1-q) (1-p) is divided by e
3. where n is calculated n = p.q
Where n as we mentioned the first part of both keys.
4. where d is calculated d = (p-1) (q-1) (e-1) +1 / e
It is the second part of the private key.
This algorithm is illustrated by the following example:
- We choose the individual number e=3
- We select two primary numbers p = 5 q =11 where:
(q - 1) (p - 1) - 1 = 39 on the division accepts e
-We calculate n = q. p = 55
- We calculate d = (p-1) (q-1) (e-1) +1 / e = 27
We have it Ku = {3, 55} Kr = {27, 55}
Assuming we have 7 = M then have:
Encryption C = Me mod n = 73 mod 55 = 13
encoder decoding M = Cd mod n = 1327 mod 55 = 7
In order to increase confidentiality and eliminate the problem of the distribution of keys
for this algorithm, Each node of the network nodes has its own key that generates it secretly,
and hence on each node, publish the public key and keep your private key and build it on
there is no one, the need to devise any secret method to exchange these keys is the
responsibility of securing the key on each node in isolation from the other nodes. The network
contract is agreed upon, A special strategy is to change the keys which can be cyclical or
when In order to raise the level of confidentiality of the approved encryption method.
6.1.2. International Data Encryption Algorithm IDEA
Is a traditional encryption algorithm called Oriented-Block that encrypts blocks of 64-bit
length messages using a 128-bit key.
This algorithm works on the principle that each bit affects both the original and every bit
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Key in each bit in the encoded text. This is achieved by using three different processes.
Each process takes 16 bit Two entrances and produces one output of bit 16. These
processes are:
- Operation XOR bit to bit.
- Collecting and taking the rest of the total divided by 216 (A + B mod 216).
- The process of taking the rest of the division to 1 + 216 (a * b mod 1 + 216 ).
Encryption

Decryption

Key numbers
Partial

Key numbers
derived from
the key

Partial keys

Z1z2z3z4z5z6

Z{1..96}

U1u2u3u4u5u6

Z7z8z9z10z11z12

Z{97..128;26..89}

U7u8u9u10u11u12

Repetition
3

Z13z14z15z16z17z1
8

Z{90..128;1..25;51..
82}

U13u14u15u16u17u18

Repetition
4
Repetition
5

Z19z20z21z22z23z2
4
Z25z26z27z28z29z3
0

Z{83..128;1..50}

U19u20u21u22u23u24

Z{76..128;1..43}

U25u26u27u28u29u30

Repetition
6

Z31z32z33z34z35z3
6

Z{44..75;101..128;1
..36}

U31u32u33u34u35u36

Repetition
7
Repetition
8
Final
conversion

Z37z38z39z40z41z4
2
Z43z44z45z46z47z4
8

Z{37..100;126..128;
1..29}

U37u38u39u40u41u42

Z{30..125}

U43u44u45u46u47u48

Z49z50z51z52

Z{23..86}

U49u50u51u52

Stage
Repetition
1
Repetition
2

Derivative for
Z49-1-z50-z51-z52-1
Z47z48
Z43-1-z45-z44z46-1
z41 z42
Z37-1 –z39 –z38 z401
Z35 z36
Z31-1 –z33-z32 z34-1
Z29 z30
Z25-1 –z27-z26 z28-1
Z23 z24
Z19-1 –z21 -z20- z221
Z17 z18
Z13-1 –z15-z14z16-1
Z11 z12
Z7-1 –z9-z8 z10-1
z5 z6
Z1-1 –z2 –z3 z4-1

6.1.3. Generate Key Algorithm
Is an algorithm entered by a statement of the number of bytes taken optionally from a
generation file the keys (is a file size byte M 1 is randomly generated and sent to all network
nodes , Using the RSA algorithm )based on this optional number of bytes This algorithm
generates a 128-bit key that is used as the encryption key in the IDEA algorithm.
As an example of this algorithm we review the following principle of action:


After taking the number of byte n from the generate key,a1, a2, a3...an. we increase the
number from zeros to the end of this string so that the number becomes divisible by 16 and
done as follows:
o

The algorithm calculates the value I=16-( n mod 16).

o

We add I zero to the end of the string where the number of bits becomes divisible by
16 : (n + I) mod 16 = 0.



We divide this series of bytes into a partial string K where K=( n+I ) div 16



each partial string consists of byte 16.



We generate from these strings 16 partial keys length byte 1 as follows:
o

We take the first byte of the first partial string and we process it with XOR the first
bytes of each partial string we get the first partial key, and the same applies to the rest
of the bytes we get 16 keys in part of which 1byte consists of the sum of these keys
constitutes the total key author of 128 bit.
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o

This particular algorithm can add to it some additions either in design or
Implementation making it a privacy algorithm because the secret encryption algorithm
lies in the key encryption.

6.2. Key Generator
The 128-bit key is generated by:


Generate Key Algorithm.



File generation keys.

The method of work:
From the key generation file we take a set of bits optionally according to the value of the
displacement and a specified length is sent encoded within the letterhead of each message
where the displacement is indicated on the first byte number that will be taken from the file
generating keys as the length is Fidel on number of selected bytes.
Example:
If the
Displacement = 150
And
Length = 225


This means that the key generation algorithm takes as an input its starting bytes from Byte 150
and up to 374 bytes. So we can choose probabilities of bytes as an input to the key generation
algorithm and then get the number the same huge variety of keys are used in the IDEA
encryption algorithm.



It should be noted that a pointer with the message must be an indication of the integrity of the
information the message and its contents did not change during the transfer process, whether
the change was intentional or this indicator can be labeled as the message imprint. This
fingerprint is calculated the sending party sends it with the encrypted message and is counted
at the receiving end for confirmation of the message arrives correctly. The letter impression is
calculated according to a single mathematical process the trend converts the entire encrypted
message information to a short frame of information we call it as we mentioned the message
footprint. Changing a single bit in a message leads to getting her different fingerprint. The
message imputation algorithm is of a type so that if a fingerprint is known it is not possible to
retrieve the message the footprint is not less than 16 byte.

6.3. The level of confidentiality of the encryption algorithm
All cryptographic algorithms that are mathematically generated are theoretically breakable.
But what distinguishes them from some are the time of coverage (the time required for the
fracture) that is the time of energy and the importance of information with time. But when
trying to break encryption should consider the following:


The cost of decryption does not exceed the value of encrypted information.



The decoding time does not exceed the useful time of the information or the lifetime of the
information. Consequently, as the computational power of the computers evolved, this led to a
reduction in time coverage also varies according to the method of analysis used which can be:
o

Random style.

o

Parallel processing.
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Assuming that the same key will be used to encrypt all text. An attacker can the random
style is used to break the encoder, ie the experiment and the error and in this case it is the
number of possibilities to try is (2128) Try where is the key length of 128 try approximately
user in our algorithm and this is equal to 1038 * 4.3.
If the attacker can experience a key for every 1 microsecond, to experience all the keys he
needs 1025 years.
If parallel processing is used using several processors, all of them are processed
The problem is the one chip that can handle one key every nanosecond ((If possible)), it is
possible to experiment with a key (1014) of 1 day (1024 chip) to experience all the switches,
which means that we need about 10 24 chip working parallel to this rate until the detection is
accomplished within one day and of course completion such a machine is not easy if it was
not impossible.
The complexities mentioned were for one key used to encrypt many messages, In this
algorithm, the key changes permanently and random, According to the selected value of the
key generation file where the key can be changed in each message, which means that each
message has its own key, So even if an attacker can detect a cryptographic key for a message,
that does not mean that the encryption algorithm has been broken.
Knowing that even a person able to detect the content of the message should be:


Get file generation keys and decryption.



He must know the values of the length and displacement-encoded by the RSA algorithm and
the two topics in the header of the message.



Break the key generation algorithm.



Break the encryption algorithm IDEA.



If it is very difficult to succeed in one of those steps, how can succeed in all steps and break
all the algorithms together.

6.4. Stages of implementation of the proposed program for encryption
Before we start encrypting the messages by executing the algorithm we distribute the key
generation file which is randomly generated as we mentioned, we distribute it on all branches
of the network encrypted using the RSA algorithm in order to avoid detection of this file. This
file is distributed once unless we want to change it from one time to another, We will generate
another random file and send it in the same way. We can resize this file because its size does
not affect the generation of keys. The encryption process is as follows:


Determine the value of displacement and length necessary to generate the encryption key.



The key generation algorithm Working on the key generation file, the displacement values and
the length of the 128-bit random key generation will be used in the IDEA algorithm.



The clear message is encrypted by the IDEA encryption algorithm that uses the previously
generated encryption key.



The value of displacement and length is encoded by the RSA algorithm.



The encrypted value for both the offset and the length is added to the encrypted message
header.



In the end, the message is sent encrypted to the intended destination.
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Enter the
message

Determines the
value of
displacement
and height

Generate
encryption key

The process of processing the encryption
algorithms used

Processed by the
RSA algorithm

Processed by the
IDEA algorithm

The message is
encrypted

The behavior of the encryption program

6.5. The Decryption
After the encryption process is complete and the data is sent in the encrypted message, and
received by the future, the algorithm performs the decryption process unlike the encryption
process in the following stages:


Separate the header from the message and make sure it is correct with the message footprint.



The head part containing the length and displacement is decoded by the RSA algorithm.



The key generating algorithm and depending on the values of length and displacement
generates key 128 bit.

Enter the encrypted message on an IDEA algorithm that uses the 128-bit key to obtain the
unencrypted message
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The message is
encrypted

Encrypted
message
without
head

Head

RSA
Decryption

Length
+
displacement

IDEA
Decryption

The algorithm
created the key

The message is
not encrypted

Behavior of the decoding algorithm

7. RESULTS
For the future of security and to prevent the diversion of data that is a challenge at this time
for most institutions and people A working structure that can be programmed with the
creation of a database to measure the security of the transferred data.
The ultimate goal of this research is to secure all data whether transferred or stored in a
database and achieve a secure environment for data and manage it comfortably and effectively
without losing or manipulating it.
The integrity of the database is intended to preserve all data and information from
damage, manipulation or unauthorized access by unauthorized persons. Data must be secure
at all times, either in storage or in transit, and always available to users who are authorized to
access the database.
It is important to note that power outages should not affect the information inside the data
room or peripherals to ensure continuity of data flow.
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